
Renewal of the Dimensions of Power Runes  

Supplemental Instruction V1.0 

After the iterative test of the power runes, it is necessary for the external size 

and some data of the power runes to be modified and supplemented. If there are 

any questions and demands, participants could provide feedback to the 

competition affairs. The overall size of the new version is as follows, where the 

center of the deck is distributed on a circle with a radius of 700mm: 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Modification of configuration basic parameters 

(1) The width of the upper part of the power runes is changed from the original 

230mm to 260mm, and the dimensions of other armour material remain unaltered.
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(2) The central height of the power runes was increased by 200mm.
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Due to the large weight in the middle part of the bridge, the central part of the 

bridge would appear the spontaneous phenomena: slightly falling. ( falling range of 



0-50mm) 

2. Size data of light strip 

（1）The size of light strip is demonstrated in the figure below. The actual results 

would have certain deviation with the consideration of the divergence of light. 

Among them, the width of light strips around the single arm of power runes is 

16mm. The margin of error of light strip size is within 5mm. 

（2）The LED dot matrix of the middle particle effect strip is 7*60. The number of 

length directional leds may change slightly. 

 

(3) The light strip adopts the LED light bead strip of SK6812 mini with a width of 

7.2mm for each bead. The picture is as follows:



 

For specific parameters, please refer to the parameter document in the folder. 

(4) Above the light strip, Plexiglas Degussa black and white plate material (applied 

to bank sign, etc.) is used for covering and shielding. 

3. Actual lighting effect (the lighting effect color would be different according 

to the different shooting equipment, and the actual color shall be subject to 

the competition object) 

(1) Effects of RED power runes  







 

(2) Effects of BLUE power runes  







 

For detailed recording of video, refer to the video file in the folder. 

Video download link: https://pan.baidu.com/s/1OoIpbzZ2U8Qimadn3zyb6g  

https://pan.baidu.com/s/1OoIpbzZ2U8Qimadn3zyb6g

